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Shastri V
Semester

ENGLISH
LITERATU
RE

Paper 4

Latin America:
Short Stories -

1. Gabriel Garcia
Marquez - " Balthazar's
Marvellous Afternoon "
2. Octavia Paz - " The
Blue bouquet "
3. Clarice Lispector - "
Love "

Poems by Pablo Neruda:

" Fable of the Mermaid
and the Drunks "
"Ode to the Clothes "
" Tonight I can Write "

Now in this semester, tey
The Latin American short
move onto some interesting stories give them the
Latin American short stories. analytical, comparative and
critical mind to learn the
They can also have an insight
various literary genres and to
of Pablo Neruda's poems.
gauge the psychology of the
society through their
Neruda's views on the
pragmatic application.
discriminatory treatment
meted out to woman in the
male dominated society, his
philosophy and his poetic
skills.
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Shastri VI
Semester

ENGLISH
LITERATU
RE

Paper 4

Africa - Prose :

These glimpses of English
Literature help the students to
Ngugi - " Decolonising
get acquainted to the higher
the Mind "
Then they have a chance to
rungs of the literary
read Indian novel, drama and
achievements. It also helps to
story of famous writer
prove the point mooted by our
Basheer.
India - Novel :
beloved PM, Modiji who
Rohinton Mistry - " Such It gives them an opportunity asked the young and bright
Sanskrit scholars to get the
to know the characters who
a Long Journey "
skills of English to effectively
are after all the replicas of
propagate Sanskrit and its
such people existing in the
study abroad.
society.
Play Tendulkar - " Silence!
The Court is in Session "

Story Basheer - " The world
Renowned Nose "

Now, the students move to
African writer Ngugi.

So, with that in mind our
University can start
Comparative Aesthetics,
Comparative linguistics, and
Comparative Literature as
Optional Papers at PG level.

